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Recycle-jeans  by Bukuroshe Sinanaj 

Topic Information 

Short description Production and sale of shopping and accessory 

bags made of recycled jeans. 

Name Recycle-jeans  by Bukuroshe Sinanaj 

Contact +355694666205 

https://www.facebook.com/Recycle-JEANS-

744662942234563 

Waste used Jeans 

Product/s Jeans bags and accessories such as table cloth, 

pot holder, carring book straps etc. 

Target group Adults, children, supermarkets and shopping 

centres. 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

The atelier was firstly funded by a girl who dared 

to come up with a new idea regarding recycling. 

All started from a recycle bin, who had inside 

used jeans of all types. Together with the team it 

was made possible to create a new function of 

these waste by creating jeans bags & accessories. 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Long 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 
50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 

                  

https://www.facebook.com/Recycle-JEANS-744662942234563
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"Oclectic"- Recycled glass by Olta Dokle 

Topic Information 

Short description Recycled glass bottles, jars other glass containers 

are draw and  decorated with ornaments that 

gives each bottle, jar or other container a new 

life. 

Name "Oclectic" collection - Recycled glass by Olta 

Dokle 

Contact https://www.facebook.com/Oclectic?ref=py_c  

oclectic@gmail.com 

Waste used Glass bottles, jos and other glass containers 

Product/s Vases and various decorative glass containers 

Target group Adults, children 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

All "Oclectic" works of art are entirely 

handmade .  

The work begins with the cleaning of the 

container inside and out and continues with the 

preparation of the surface, depending on the 

materials to be used, to ensure proper adhesion, 

and consequently, durability and longevity, 

which she guarantees. Each piece of "Oclectic" 

art is a single one, labeled, signed, with number 

and date.  

Among all wide range of such product it is a 

collection with typical ethnic Albanian motifs, 

inspired by our national costumes so diverse, 

without any selection of areas in particular. The 

collection was made for the atmosphere of the 

Gjirokastra folk festival. 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 
50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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AULEDA Agency 

Topic Information 

Short description AULEDA Agency strengthen and promote a 

sustainable and comprehensive development of 

Vlora District. 

Name AULEDA Agency 

Contact  auledavlore@gmail.com  

+355 33 403 237 

Waste used Paper, plastic material and glass 

Product/s Flower vases, vases and decorative bottles, 

artistic installations, lampshades, etc. 

Target group Adults, children. 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

The Agency not only engages in recycling itself, 

but also have been part of projects 

implementation about recycling. The Recycling 

is done in cooperation with EMAUS recycle 

companies and the NGO- “Different but equal”. 

They mention the very positive effects of 

recycling in both aspects, positive feelings 

regarding financial value and cost reduction and 

especially strategic aspects, such as positive 

contribution it makes to waste reduction and 

environmental protection. 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Medium 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Medium 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Strategic level 

                

mailto:auledavlore@gmail.com
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ART, PLASTICS AND RECYCLING 

Topic Information 

Short description The proposal aimed to introduce one of the most 

innovative actions to overcome the very complex 

problem of environmental pollution and waste 

use/recycling. 

Name ART, PLASTICS AND RECYCLING 

Contact IPA Cross –Border Program Albania-

Montenegro, 2007-2013. 

Waste used Plastic  

Product/s Vases and various decorative objects 

Target group Adults, children 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

Among the objectives of the project: reduce 

negative effects on environment and encourage 

environmentally-friendly economic activities; 

increase public awareness about the importance, 

protection and promotion of the environment and 

natural heritage.  

The project had an impact on the prevention of 

the environment damages, clan up of the area 

and the use of plastic waste for artistic and 

economic purposes.  

Around 20 innovative creations were verified 

and promoted allowing visitors to explore the 

traditional way of recycling and at the same time 

to associate it with numerous works of art. 

Some plastic were served as material in the 

establishment on beauty and aesthetics by up to 

15 artisans of the project area. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 
50000 euro). 

Medium 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Strategic level 
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Photo source - IPA Cross –Border Program Albania-Montenegro, 2007-2013 

Art Products designed with recycled materials and exhibited through the “Art, plastic and recycling”.  
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Re-lak tech jewelry 

Topic Information 

Short description Jewelry made from reused computer parts  

 

Name "Reλακ tech  jewelry” 

 

Contact e-mail: info@re-lak.com 

https://re-lak.com/ 

Waste used Computer parts like motherboards, hard drive, 

computer power supply etc. 

 

Product/s Jewelry 

 

Target group Adults, children. 

 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

Everything starts by cleaning the motherboards 

from capacitors, reactances etc. in order to be 

smooth. Afterwards the creator decides which 

designs she will cut at every part of the 

motherboard so she can avoid wastage and use 

the most of it.  

The pieces that may be redundant are used in art 

workshops that the creator also provides or in 

other artwork. Next the designs that were cut are 

being smoothed and covered with liquid glass or 

surrounded with silver depending on the kind of 

jewelry the design is designated.  

Examples of the jewelries are: rings, earrings, 

pendants, bowties, cuff links, brooches, keyrings. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 
50000 euro). 

Low  

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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PLASTIKOURGEIO LAB and SHOP 

Topic Information 

Short description PLASTIKOURGEIO LAB and SHOP is both, a 

recycling-recovery-utilization workshop and a 

selling shop. They create and offer tableware for 

home, office, vacation, camping, picnic with an 

eye to be ecological products, friendly to humans 

and the environment, which are alternatives to 

the plastic objects we use in our daily lives. In 

this store one can also find decorative and 

everyday useful items, made in the workshop. 

They are members of the Greek department of 

the international Precious plastic community. 

 

Name PLASTIKOURGEIO LAB and SHOP  

Contact http://plastikourgeio.com/ 

hello@plastikourgeio.com 

Waste used Single use plastic from offices, plastic bottles 

and coffee cups. 

Product/s Decorative objects, jewelry, tableware, simple 

musical instruments, other everyday use objects.  

 

Target group Adults, children. 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

It is used a broad range of simple hand tools to 

cut, paint, transform, the plastic or metal waste 

and by giving them another shape and use, they 

create new objects with a longer lifespan. They 

also use, when needed, simple machines such as 

shredder or extruders. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 
50000 euro). 

Low  

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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BlueCycle 

Topic Information 

Short description BlueCycle is a Blue and Circular economy 

program aimed at utilizing plastics derived from 

fishing and shipping. The aim is to create high 

quality raw material, suitable for reintegration 

into industry and to promote a holistic approach 

to tackling the problem of plastic waste ending 

up in the sea. The BlueCycle program operates 

under the auspices of the Aikaterini Laskaridis 

Foundation. 

 

Name BlueCycle 

Contact https://bluecycle.com/   

info@bluecycle.com 

Waste used Plastic waste from fishing and shipping 

abandoned in the sea. 

Product/s Various forms of modern furniture, particularly 

for open spaces. 

Target group Municipalities, garden owners, adults. 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

The process starts with the collection of marine 

waste from the bottom of the seas with the help 

of equipped divers both professional or 

amateurs. Collaborators link in the chain of 

production and consumption of plastic 

equipment, research, environmental protection. 

Robotic and 3d printing technology is involved. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Medium 

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Medium  

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Strategic level 
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2WO+1NE=2 

Topic Information 

Short description "2WO+1NE=2" is an ethical designer brand of 

clothing garments  

Name 2WO+1NE=2 

Contact https://2plus1equals2.com/ 

info@2plus1equals2.com 

Waste used recycled polyester, recycled wool and upcycle of 

the garments they sell after the garment is 

weared out 

Product/s clothes, swimsuits 

Target group adult women 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

The creators use recycled polyester to make 

swimsuits and recycled wool to make clothes, 

they also urge their customers to bring their 

weared out garments that they bought from 

"2WO+1NE=2" to upcycle them. The creators, 

depending on the garment, redesign it for 

example convert a blouse to skirt or a dress to a 

different design. 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low  

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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Halkyon 

Topic Information 

Short description Recycling of nature leftovers 

Name Halkyon 

Contact http://www.alkyoni-amea.gr/english 

alkyoni5@otenet.gr 

Waste used Woods left on the beach, Stones, Paper, Dry 

leaves, Reused clay 

Product/s Decoration art objects 

Target group Adults, children 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

“Halkyon” is an Association for Adults with 

Special needs, situated at the city of Nafpaktos, 

Western Greece. At the day center, the adults 

with the help of their trainers, transform, all the 

natural “garbages” that they find during their 

walks in the nearby beaches or forests to Art 

decoration objects. They also collect old clay 

objects, smash them by a machine into dust, and 

they reuse the clay to create new clay objects. 

They sell all the products in Bazars that take 

place once a month in the city.. 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low  

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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Recycle at Source 

Topic Information 

Short description Recycling of Waste Electronic and Electrical 

Equipment - WEEE 

Name Recycle at Source 

Contact www.recycleatsource.gr 

anakyklwnw@gmail.com 

Waste used Electric and electronic devices (e.g. TV, radio, 

PC, PC screen, printer, scanner, refrigerator, 

washing machine, small electric devices, etc 

Product/s Fix and reuse the broken devices 

Proceed to recycle factory, melt and make new 

devices. 

 

Target group Adults 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

Repair broken devices. The owners cand repair 

the devices themselves under the supervision of 

the technicians. It also sell the fixed PC screens 

in local schools.  

Recycling process. The unwanted electrics 

contain valuable materials including plastics and 

metals such as gold, copper, steel and 

aluminium. From the recycling point old 

electrical go to a reprocessing plant where people 

sort and break them apart by hand. Then 

machines shred the materials in small pieces. 

Magnets separate steel and other ferrous metals 

and electrical currents remove other metals. 

Plastic sorted into different types and ground up.  

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 
50000 euro). 

Low  

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Strategic level 
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Fabric Republic 

Topic Information 

Short description Recycling of clothes and fabrics. Fabric Republic 

is an innovative and integrated surplus clothing 

management system that focuses on today's 

social needs, sustainability and sustainable 

development. 

Name Fabric Republic 

Contact www.fabricrepublic.gr 

fabricrepublic.adm@gmail.com 

Waste used Used clothes and fabrics 

Product/s New clothes and carpets 

Target group Adults, Children 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

Based on Directive of the European Parliament 

regarding  waste, to move to a European 

Recycling Society with a high level of resource 

efficiency, targets for waste reuse and recycling. 

What does an integrated clothing management 

system mean? Excess clothing collection Sorting 

(daily use in good condition - unsuitable for use - 

suitable for reuse) Cleaning / Disinfection with 

professional equipment Categorization (Men / 

Women / Children / Babies - S / M / L / XL - 

Winter / Summer etc.) Packaging / Storage 

Distribution to non-profit organizations with 

privately owned vehicles Promotion in recycling 

Reuse (design and production of upcycled 

creations) Communication - Dissemination of 

results. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Medium  

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 
50000 euro). 

Low  

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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FIOR DI IDEE IN BARATTOLO 

Topic Information 

Short description Handmade products, made from waste and 

natural flowers. 

Name Fior di idee in Barattolo 

Contact https://www.facebook.com/fiordiideeinbarattolo/ 

cattafestarachele@gmail.com 

Waste used Organic waste 

Product/s Jewellery and small furnishings. 

Target group Young women, adult women 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

Collecting and finding flowers and leaves.  

All flowers and leaves are left to dry and after 

treated with epoxy resins or nail varnish.  

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 
<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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Christmas Decorations 

Topic Information 

Short description Christmas decorations made from broken glass. 

Name Christmas decorations 

Contact https://www.pianetadonne.blog/ 

info@nonsoloriciclo.com 

Waste used Glass 

Product/s Christmas decorations 

Target group Adults 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

The glass is broken into small pieces; create balls 

out of newspaper and dip them into the liquid 

glue and wait for it to solidify. The little glass 

pieces are glued on the ball. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 
<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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FLOWER POTS 

Topic Information 

Short description Flower boxes with old towels 

Name Flower Pots 

Contact https://www.creativo.media 

info@creativo.media 

Waste used Fabrics/towels 

Product/s Flower boxes 

Target group Adults 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

Wash towels and arrange uneven surfaces. 

Prepare the quick-setting cement and immerse 

the towel, then immediately place it vertically so 

that it takes the desired shape; Wait for the 

cement to solidify. Colour. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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KapsArt 

Topic Information 

Short description This is one of the brands which specialized in 

upcycling Nespresso coffee caps.  

Name KapsArt 

Contact https://www.facebook.com/KapsArt-

323474328452427/  

megi-m11@wp.pl  

Waste used Used Nespresso coffee caps  

Product/s Jewellery: bracelets, brooches, necklets, Christmas 

ornaments 

Target group Adults, mainly women 

Short description of the 

process of transforming 

the waste into product/s 

Used Nespresso coffee caps are collected, 

segregated into different colours. The designer 

decides on the project and uses different tools to 

bend the caps to form various shapes. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), 

Medium(>6month to <12 month) 

or Long (> 12 month). 

Medium  

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) 

Medium (>10000 euro to <50000 

euro) or High (> 50000 euro). 

Low  

 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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Pracownia Mozaiki 

Topic Information 

Short description The Mosaic Workshop was set up by an artist few 

years ago. It has been situated in the unique setting 

of Księży Młyn – Factory-residential complex on 

the River Jasień which was built in the 19
th

 century 

by Karol Scheibler, the richest industrialist of Lodz.  

The Mosaic Workshop specializes in unique 

jewellery with micro mosaic. Apart from that the 

Mosaic Workshop hosts a gallery, runs artistic 

workshops and mosaic shows.  

Name Pracownia Mozaiki 

 

Contact https://www.facebook.com/ab.pracowniamozaiki/  

brera@wp.pl  

604 656 529 

Waste used Silver, different kinds of metal waste, stone waste  

Product/s Jewellery: necklets, bracelet. pins, brooches 

Target group Adults, mainly women 

Short description of the 

process of transforming 

the waste into product/s 

Small pieces of stones and silver are collected and 

used to create mini mosaic.  

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), 

Medium(>6month to <12 month) 
or Long (> 12 month). 

Medium 

 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) 

Medium (>10000 euro to <50000 

euro) or High (> 50000 euro). 

Low 

 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational 
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Up-life 

Topic Information 

Short description Up life is the name of the Foundation and a brand of 

products that are developed by this organization. 

The mission of the organization is to transfer 

ecological awareness into action (upcycling artistic 

workshops, culinary workshops on vegetable 

cuisine) and in health prophylaxis (slow jogging 

training). The Foundation has been set up in 2017 

by two women with artistic interests. 

Name Up-life  

Contact https://www.facebook.com/FundacjaUplife  

https://uplife.pl/ 

736 856 444 

fundacjauplife@gmail.com 

Al. T. Kościuszki 1, lok. 242, Łódź    

 

Waste used banners, PVC tarpaulins, mesh nets, post-production 

waste of plastics, paper, yarn. 

Product/s bags, cases, covers for tablets and laptops, unique 

advertising products. 

Target group Young adults, 20-40 years old 

 

Short description of the 

process of transforming 

the waste into product/s 

Banners, PVC tarpaulins are taken from the their 

owners (companies), washed carefully and cut into 

pieces. Then it is sewed by the designer. 

 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), 

Medium(>6month to <12 month) 
or Long (> 12 month). 

Medium  

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) 

Medium (>10000 euro to <50000 
euro) or High (> 50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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CAPS CARPET 

Topic Information 

Short description Carpet from plastic bottle caps. Plastic bottle 

caps are used to form carpets of various shapes 

and colors. Caps of the same color or of different 

colors can be used to form as varied models as 

possible. 

Name Caps Carpet 

Contact https://blog.breslo.ro/covoras-din-dopuri-de-

plastic-tutorial-cu-prieteni 

Waste used Plastic bottle caps 

Product/s carpets 

Target group Adults, children. 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

The caps are drilled in 4 points (diagonally). 

Place in the desired shape, then pass a string 

through the horizontal holes and then through the 

vertical holes. 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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Plastic bottle decorations 

Topic Information 

Short description Smart ideas to use plastic bottles 

Name Plastic bottle decorations 

Contact https://ideipentrucasa.ro/ 

contact@ideipentrucasa.ro 

Waste used Plastic bottles 

Product/s Decoration 

Target group Adults, children 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

The bottles are washed and dried. Using scissors 

or cutters it can be cut into the desired form; 

Then it can be modeled, with a lighter, into 

different shapes; It can be create different shapes 

imitating leaves, petals, flowers, birds, animals, 

etc. 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 
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Plastic bottle decorations 

                               

         
               

  

                        
Photo source - https://ideipentrucasa.ro/top-28-idei-inteligente-pentru-a-refolosi-o-sticla-de-plastic/ 
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Artisanal soap from used oil 

Topic Information 

Short description Manufacture of homemade soap whose main 

ingredient is used oil. The manufacture of this 

type of homemade soap whose main ingredient 

is the oil used is very good for both skin and 

clothing and for the care of the environment. 

Name Artisanal soap from used oil 

Contact https://green-report.ro/ 

office@green-report.ro 

Waste used Used edible oil and household fats 

Product/s Artisanal Soap 

Target group Adults, children 

Short description of the process 

of transforming the waste into 

product/s 

Slowly and carefully add caustic soda, in half a 

liter of water, to avoid the production of toxic 

fumes. The mixture will create a chemical 

reaction that releases heat. Therefore, it is 

necessary to wait a few hours for it to cool. 

Slowly pour the well-drained oil over the formed 

mixture; stirring constantly and in the same 

direction to prevent soap cutting. You can add 

essential oils, natural dyes, coffee or various 

natural flower petals. These additional elements 

must be added when the temperature of the 

mixture falls below 40 degrees. 

On different sites you can calculate, based on the 

data entered, the quantities of ingredients needed 

and the characteristics of the final product; such 

as on http://soapcalc.net/ 

Implementation time – 
Short (<6month), Medium(>6month to 

<12 month) or Long (> 12 month). 

Short 

Implementation cost  
Low (no costs to < 10000 euro) Medium 

(>10000 euro to <50000 euro) or High (> 

50000 euro). 

Low 

Implementation level 
Strategic level or Operational level 

Operational level 

              

 

https://green-report.ro/
mailto:office@green-report.ro
http://soapcalc.net/


 

 

 

Artisanal soap from used oil 
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